
OCEANA POWER BOAT CLUB

I start this newsletter by apologising that it is weeks or is it months late. Any excuses? I’m afraid 
not. Being a committee member is not always easy and sometimes you have to dig a little 
deeper to find that motivation. There is no rewards, no glory, no special discounts, not even 
a parking bay. There is of course, some constant criticism by a small select group of members.  
We join the committee for only one reason, and that is hopefully to make a difference. To 
make the club a better place for everybody. It takes time, and it takes commitment. Without 
the committee there would be no club. So come the 16th August, our Annual General 
Meeting will take place. On the agenda for this meeting, is the election of new members for 
the various portfolios. Any member is eligible to be nominated on the night for one of these 
portfolios and become part of the committee.  On page 5 is more information regarding the 
portfolios and the election process.

Winter arrived with a vengeance when mother nature dumped heaps of frustration on our 
members by dislodging some dollasses and placing them in the middle of the harbour. Arnold 
managed to organise a crane, some divers, and waited patiently for the surges, poor visibility 
and a week of bad weather to subside. Unfortunately, the crane and the divers were not 
waiting patiently, and so it became a difficult task of co-ordinating all three. Eventually the 
crane came, the divers went in, the surge and visibility didn't subside, and two dollasess 
remained.

A view days ago, the crane, the divers, the riggers and the weather all played game, and 
we now have the harbour back as it should be. Thank you to all involved.

From a fishing point of view, the Yellowtail are around. Most boats are coming in with a few 
good size ‘tail.  Personally, we have had a pretty good run so far, so lets hope it continues. 
On gutting a ’tail the other day,  I found lots of squid in the stomach. According to a bystander 
who knows more than I do, this often happens during a full moon. On the subject of Yellowtail, 
I tried to find out the legal size and there appears to be no minimum legal size at which they 
may be caught. Is this correct? More about this on page 13.

Therein lies a problem I have with commercial net trekkers who were pulling in tons of juvenile 
‘tail a few months back. I believe most of those fish end up in the smaller fish mongers and 
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BY THE WAY...
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roadside selling, which is great, but unfortunately less than 50% are actually saleable because 
of damage to the fish in transportation.

However, another shocker towards end of summer was SASSI officially red-listing West Coast 
rock lobster.  A lot of small-scale fishers in the Western Cape depend on the survival of the 
West Coast rock lobster for their livelihoods. See page 11

Speaking at the launch of the WWF’s "Oceans Facts and Futures", Head of Environmental 
Programmes at WWF South Africa, Theressa Franz highlighted the downward trend in the 
mislabelling of seafood in South Africa. This led me to find the article, titled, Is your Snoek 
really a Snoek? A real eye opener. Read on page 14

It is for these reasons above, that I wanted this newsletter to focus on some facts (and some 
lies) on the state of our seas and fish. If you fish, buy fish or eat fish, I suggest your read these 
thought-provoking articles.  I am calling it, ‘The good, the bad and the ugly’

Still on the subject of fish, the fishing competition on the 3rd June was extremely well attended 
with over 32 boats going out and some great catches been made. As it was an ‘open’ 
species competition, it was great to see some big Yellowtail, lots of Hotties, some Jacopeva, 
a Katonkal and a really great Geelbek being weighed in.

We are extremely grateful to our new sponsors and we will be featuring and promoting them 
more in our communications and at the club.

One of the more notable events towards end of Summer was the Thundercat Worlds 2017, 
partially held at the OPBC. This certainly had a positive impact on the kitchen and bar sales 
for the month (The braai-ers sold 526 wors rolls over the event, so well done to them).

From an NSRI point of view, it was a busy start to the winter season, some with tragic endings. 
How often do you have to talk about safety and how important it is in our waters. In winter 
when we head out to the Island and its still dark, you have to wear life jackets. Invest in the 
PDF inflatable type if the big orange chunky ones bother you. However, these SABS approved 
jackets may not be quite fashionable but they are designed to save your life. For example 
the design will make you float head up and on your back, even if unconscious!

If you are interested in the well-being of the club, then please attend the AGM on WEDNESDAY 
16 AUGUST 2017 AT 19H00. 

We hope you enjoy this long overdue newsletter.

Glenn Chiles

BY THE WAY... (Cont)



COMMODORE’S REPORT
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Dear Members

I trust that you have all enjoyed the crazy month of April with all the public holidays.

Cape Town’s desperate need of rain to fill our dams, provided our members with extra great 
boating days towards end of summer.

On the 8th August our new main jetty was installed for the second time. You will have noticed 
that we had to remove the jetty as the float boxes were damaged and in removing them, 
we found the one pylon had come loose off its cement base. We thank all those involved.

Please remember, no boats may be moored on the main jetty for longer than 15 minutes. It 
is still a transit jetty. Jet ski's on the port side and boats on the starboard side.

At the end of summer, we had a very successful and enjoyable Hawaiian evening at the 
club. As the new summer season starts, we would like to have many more events at the club. 
However, we do need our members to support these club initiatives.

After the debacle of having members join the club, receive their parking discs, and then use 
the parking area to visit or work elsewhere in the Waterfront is over. Their membership will not 
be renewed.

Ridwa has resigned as club manageress and we are in the process of interviewing some 
exciting and dynamic new prospects which we are certain will add value to this position and 
the club in general. We wish Ridwa well in her future endeavours.

Best regards

Colin Wolfsohn

COLIN WOLFSOHN
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GENERAL NOTICES

The Jetty

We now have our jetty back again. Once 
again, thanks to all who were involved in 
this mammoth task.

Please, if you do not know how to come 
alongside a jetty correctly, don’t use it. If 
anyone is found ‘ramming’ the jetty, you 
will be barred from using it in future.

The Kitchen

The kitchen/bar seems to have its fair 
share of usual comments especially when 
things don’t always go the way they are 
suppose to. The committee 
acknowledges these challenges and 
processes are in place to rectify them. As 
a member who pays subscriptions, you 
have a right to expect reasonable 
service, to be treated fairly and receive 
good quality food. Let us know when this 
is not the case.

When you use the bar or kitchen, whether 
you pay cash or credit card, please insist 
on till slips. If you are a member, the 
barman needs to ask your name so that 
your discount is accounted for on the till.

Club House and surrounds

A new TV and HD decoder has been 
installed. As members lets use it to watch 
sport as we do have all the sports 
channels.

Recently the bar area was fixed and a 
new ice machine installed,

The outside wall has also been fixed. 

Swimming pool

New signage has been erected at the  
swimming pool. The swimming pool 
pumped has been replaced, so hopefully 
a cleaner pool come summer.

Parking area

Since the last newsletter, signage has 
been erected at the entrance to the 
parking. I believe this, and Harry’s efforts 
in controlling the parking has had a more 
positive effect.

We realise that some members joined the 
club so they could have free parking. This 
is an activity that will be stopped when 
trying to renew membership. 

WhatsApp

The WhatsApp group is as active as ever, 
and that's great. And yes, complaints or 
criticism is welcome, but please 
remember to keep it relevant. General 
criticism is not called for. Genuine 
comments are noted and discussed at 
the monthly committee meetings. But no 
personal criticism of a member or 
committee member will be tolerated 
when made public. However, some 
members do not seem to learn, and at 
the last meeting it was decided that was 
enough and action will now be taken.

Club membership

If a new member joins the club, pays their 
fees but does not attend the new 
members meeting, he\she will not be 
issued with their parking discs and 
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GENERAL NOTICES
      

Fishing competition

The West Coast Boat Angling Club will be 
hosting their competition on the 2nd/3rd 
of September. It will take place in 
Yzerfontein.

It appears there is a big crossover of 
members, so please, lets support them as 
they did our competition.

Our club will be holding a few more 
‘smaller’ competitions this winter with one 
or two sponsors at a time. We already 
have our first two sponsors lined up. It will 
be a case of ‘this weekend is looking 
good, lets have it on the Saturday’.

Please, lets support our sponsors. Without 
them, we would not be able to have any.

membership cards.

Its the law

Once again, no alcohol from outside is 
to be consumed on the premises. This has 
serious implications for the club because 
of the liquour licence laws. If you come 
back from sea and you are packing your 
boat in the car park while having your 
cooler box beer, no problem, but you 
cannot bring it through the main 
entrance to the club grounds.

Friends of OPBC

I mentioned some time back that we 
want to create a Friends of OPBC - 
companies that want to offer discounts 
to our members. If you have a company 
and want to participate, please let me 
know.

Tuckers Tackle will be offering a 10% 
discount on Rapala X-RAP Magnums for 
the rest of the month of August.  I got 
bored the other day with the usual 
Rapala colours and I bought a purple 
body/green head UV the other day, used 
it twice and have had hookups each 
time.

NSRI phone app

NSRI are urging boaters and paddlers to 
download the free NSRI SafetTrx phone 
application – found on the NSRI web 
page www.nsri.org.za – onto their phones 
which in an emergency give NSRI an 
exact position of the person/boat in 
distress. 

AGM

The AGM will be on WEDNESDAY 16 
AUGUST 2017 AT 19H00. 

The following portfolios (with the current 
portfolio representatives) are open to all 
members. Voting is either by a show of 
hands or if there are two proposed names 
it gets done by voting papers. 

Fishing (Gal Chiles)

Events (open)

Communications (Glenn Chiles)

Surf ski representative (Clyde Thomas)

Jet ski representative (Nico  Vlok)

General member (Mark Botha)

General member (Richard Epstein)

 

UPCOMING EVENTS
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Boat prizes for heaviest 4 fish 
caught
1st: Elf 2 followed by 

2nd: Sword Fish and 

3rd - GT

Heaviest fish in the competition
Werner Booysen from Elf 2 for a Geelbek 
of 6.94kg's.

Heaviest Yellowtails
1st: Kevin Morley (6.32kg)

2nd: J Heuer (5.82kg)

3rd: Kevin Coates (5.80kg)

Heaviest Hottentots

In the Hotties division it was tight with 
many hotties being weighed in.

Aron Van Sitter (1.72)

2nd Fanie Kriel (1.54)

3rd James Coates (1.36)

For Jacopeva, Noel came first, followed 
by Branon and 3rd, Peter Griffiths

Hennie van Niekerk won a prize for his 
Katonkel of 2.18kg

Female Anglers

1st: J Heuer (5.82)

2nd: Varne van der Smit for a Hottie (0.88)

PAST EVENTS - THE OPBC TABLE BAY OPEN
We would like to start off by thanking all participants. We had at least 32 boats going out. 
Also great to see boats from other clubs involved. Some from as far as Gordons Bay Angling 
Club. As it was a 'Open' competition, we had at 5 different species being caught. Our prize 
winners were:

Junior Anglers
1st: Sean Kavanagh (2.90)

2nd: James Coates (1.36) 

The jetski prize went to Jeremy Johnson 
with a Yellowtail of 4.02 (I think the only 
Yellowtail caught on spinner that day)

The prize for ugliest crew (with the most  
gees) went to Boeta and for the eager 
beavers, (first there, first in the water) went 
to the boat GT.

We once again would like to thank our 
sponsors: 

MRAD, who along with the chart plotter 
also gave some great beenies and 
clothing.

A special thanks to Magson Marine who 
sponsored a VHF radio and antenna, a 
marine sound system, a boat hatch with 
pull out tackle drawers and R2000 in cash.

Viking who sponsored three full cat C 
safety equipment plus some vouchers;

Tuckers Tackle who sponsored tackle and 
R2 000 worth of vouchers;

The Boating Shed who sponsored R3 000 
worth of gift vouchers and 

Quiver Outdoor Gear who sponsored 
clothing.
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THE OPBC TABLE BAY OPEN
(Left) Crew of the winning boat, Elf 2 
with Glynnis Daniels, brand manager 
at MRAD.

Werner (striped top) also won heaviest 
fish in the competition. His winning 
prize from MRAD was a Simrad GO5 
series chartplotter with Totalscan 
transducer.

Below: Some more pics of our winners.
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THUNDERCAT WORLDS 2017
7Stars Inflatable Powerboat World Championships 2017.  With 
6 countries represented bringing 60 boats, it was a spectacular 
event. The last two days of racing took place from the OPBC. 
This was the flat water circuit.

South Africans took the first three positions:

1. Raynor Becker and Michael van 
Geems sponsored by CMH Volvo Cape 
Town / Infanta Inflatables 

2. Wimpie Ackermann and Whitey Louw 
sponsored by Imperial Cargo / Infanta 

3. Eben de Bod and Gerhard Fernhout 
sponsored by South African Farm Assured 
Meat.

There was a carnival like atmosphere at the 
club. On a day when the temperature was 
probably over 30 degrees, many competitors 
found the best place to be was in the 
water....

The two pics above courtesy of Thundercat Worlds 2017 Facebook.
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THE GOOD, THE BAD & THE UGLY
We start off with the bad and sad story of sharks. This fascinating infographic relating to the 
decimation of the shark population featured on the Aquarium website recently. I don’t know 
too much about sharks but many times they have taken our catch, especially while fishing 
the Breede River. In fact we had a huge Zambezi ram our boat once. After all, we are fishing 
on their dinner table. But kill them to eat their fins in soup? You got to be one really sick person 
to do this.

And the consequences? -  Too many seals around which cause more problems with our 
catches? and we are likely to see an increase in seals as the shark populations decrease.
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WEST COAST ROCK LOBSTER

Bad for tourists, bad for small scale fishers, bad for all of us. Earlier this year, South African 
Sustainable Seafood Initiative (SASSI), has officially red-listed West Coast rock lobster, South 
Africans from all walks of life are being implored to completely abstain from eating, buying 
or catching kreef. The West Coast rock lobster is endangered: the most recent stock assessment 
indicates the stock is heavily depleted at only 2% of its pre-exploitation levels.

While the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) has not yet changed its 
total allowable catch (TAC) limits or updated its regulations, WWF SASSI is nonetheless asking 
us, as consumers and anglers, to make the right choice. After all, it’s not just our holiday dinner 
tables that will be empty if this species disappears. Small-scale fishers in the Western Cape 
depend on the survival of the West Coast rock lobster for their livelihoods, and with poaching 
and illegal fishing of crayfish having quadrupled, the time to act is now.

http://www.aquarium.co.za/blog/entry/bad-news-for-west-coast-rock-lobster-skip-the-kreef-this-summer#
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3%

The following figures were taken from 
the United Nations Food and 
Agricultural Organization’s report 
“Review of the State of World Marine 
Fisheries Resources”.

Of all fish species currently being harvested commercially;

are under exploited
20%
are moderately exploited

52%
are fully exploited

17%
are over exploited

7%
are depleted

1%
are recovering
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YELLOWTAIL

Good for eating, good for catching, good for us. Yellowtail has to be one of the favourite 
fishes caught by recreational anglers. But how much do we really know about them or where 
they come from? This is what I found:

Giant yellowtail live in the cold Atlantic waters off the Cape. During the annual sardine run, 
they migrate towards the east coast of southern Africa to feast on the sardines. 

Yellowtail gather in large shoals offshore, at depths of up to 110m. They are fast torpedo-shaped 
predatory fish that feed on smaller fish and squid.

Yellowtail is an important commercial line-fish species in the Western Cape. There is no 
minimum legal size at which yellowtail may be caught, but since most females only reach 
sexual maturity at 1.2m (between two and three years of age) and most males at 900cm, it 
is vitally important that anglers and fisheries ensure that smaller yellowtail are not removed 
from the ocean as they still need time to mature and reproduce.

Yellowtail is currently listed as a green species by SASSI. Green-listed species are a good 
choice because they are more plentiful and they can cope better with fishing pressure. 

500
MILLION RANDS

The tourism revenue generated 
by the sardine run.

7km
THE LENGTH

of a typical sardine shoal. 
They are usually 1.5km wide 

and 30m deep

70%OF FISH
consumed in SA is made up of 
sardine and hake
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IS YOUR SNOEK REALLY A SNOEK?
And the ugly. This is an interesting article by Katie de Klee, published in City Press a few years 
ago. It’s an interesting article that got me wondering if its still the same today.

Although snoek – a fish caught in the Western Cape’s cold waters – is one of the province’s 
most well-known delicacies, more than half this fish found in some retail chains in Cape Town 
are imported from New Zealand.

Snoek and New Zealand Barracouta are the same species, but the label “snoek” gives the 
impression the fish is locally caught. 

Woolworths spokesperson Neeran Naidoo said: “We’d love to offer customers locally caught 
snoek. However, snoek is not caught in commercial quantities locally to ensure supplies 
through the year. Local commercial fishermen focus on other fish species.”

But senior lecturer and fisheries expert at the Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies 
at the University of the Western Cape, Dr Moeniba Isaacs, disagrees.

“There is enough snoek caught in South Africa for Woolworths and Pick n Pay.  The issue is 
with having ice at the landing site. There is a lack of investment in that cold chain. It is cheaper 
to buy imported snoek,” said Isaacs. 

Even buying snoek from wholesaler and retailer Snoekies does not guarantee locally caught 
product. Snoekies’ procurement director Marco Paioni said up to 70% of their snoek was 
imported barracouta from New Zealand, adding, “the two species are identical”. 

“All our snoek is local, salted fresh and frozen,” said butchery general manager of Pick n Pay, 
George van Diggelen.

“We are not importing from New Zealand, there is enough local product. We buy from 
wholesalers.” Pick n Pay buys its snoek through Snoek Wholesalers (Pty) Ltd. 

When City Press spoke to Snoek Wholesalers the spokesperson confirmed the company 
supplied Pick n Pay but would not disclose where the snoek was caught. “That is confidential 
information.”

But packaging labels on snoek bought in Pick n Pay state the fish come from New Zealand. 

With snoek being a “traditionally and culturally important” part of South Africa since the 
1600s, Isaacs argues that “snoek” should be a local, trademarked product name that can 
only be used for fish caught in local waters, much the same as champagne refers only to 
sparkling wine from the Champagne region in France.

“The labelling should be honest. If it is from New Zealand it should say Barracouta.” 

To answer the question, has anything changed... I checked at Woolworths the other day, 
and their snoek, labelled ‘Snoek’ is still from New Zealand.
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NSRI STATION 3 - TABLE BAY RESCUES
In every newsletter we will publish some relevant rescues by Station 3 - 
Table Bay that occur within the Table Bay area.

In the event of an emergency at sea, dial 112 or 021 449 3500 for the 
Port Control Emergency line.

Kayaker in distress - 30th April 2017

At 09h12, NSRI Table Bay and NSRI Bakoven duty crews were activated following a distress 
call from a paddler reporting to be about 600 meters off Three Anchor Bay and in difficulties 
in strong winds.

The Cape Town boating network were also alerted and boats at sea at the time and in the 
area offered to keep a watch. After an extensive search and still with no sign of the paddler 
the NSRI ASR and AMS/EMS Skymed rescue helicopter launched.

After new information indicated that the paddler may now be further South West off-shore 
of Bantry Bay an extended search continued to find no sign of the paddler despite the search 
area extending between Three Anchor Bay and Camps Bay and further out to sea.

Then the private rubber-duck Stella Maris, who were at sea at the time, reported to NSRI that 
they had come across a paddler, half way between Robben Island and Oudekraal, and 
they had taken the paddler onboard reporting that he was hypothermic, exhausted and in 
shock and with the information provided fitting the description of the missing paddler.  NSRI 
Table Bay’s sea rescue craft Spirit of Vodacom rendezvoused with Stella Maris and took the 
47 year old patient onboard the sea rescue craft where treatment for exhaustion and severe 
hypothermia commenced while they brought him to the NSRI Table Bay rescue base.

Fishing Kayakers in distress - 30th July 2017

At 11h53, NSRI Table Bay duty crew were activated following a request for urgent assistance 
from the local boat Double Trouble reporting a group of fishermen on fishing kayaks in difficulty 
at Robben Island after wind strength picked up considerably.

Double Trouble had picked up the kayakers and were headed towards Three Anchor Bay 
NSRI sea rescue craft rendezvoused with a small rubber-duck off Three Anchor Bay. They had 
one of the kayakers onboard their craft and they confirmed that they required no assistance.

NSRI then rendezvoused with Double Trouble and they confirmed that the kayakers that they 
had onboard required no assistance and they would be dropped off at Three Anchor Bay 
by Double Trouble.

After no further assistance was required and all of the fishermen were reported to be safe 
NSRI Table Bay returned to base.
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The crew of Stella Maris are commended for being vigilant while at sea and happening upon 
the paddler who was in distress.  The skipper of Stella Maris, James Gildenhuys and his crew 
Johannes du Toit and Jayden Rodrigues are commended for saving this man’s life today.

Sailor in distress - 11th March 2017

A solo sailor, who's last port of call was in Brazil, was suffering from an arm injury and exhaustion 
and had requested our assistance.

His current position was approximately 80nm out to sea. At 13h47 in the afternoon, Rescue 
3 Spirit of Vodacom left Cape Town harbour, with five crew on board.

At 18:58 that night, Rescue 3 Spirit of Vodacom reached the casualty vessel, Kaerou, and 
found solo sailor Jean-Marie De Dianous, from France, on board. 

With the assistance of the Station 3 crew, a towline was set-up and the two vessels began 
the slow journey back to Cape Town. 

After almost 18 hours at sea, and over 200 nm travelled, Rescue 3 Spirit of Vodacom arrived 
in Cape Town just after 07h00 in the morning.

Fishing boat capsize - 28th January 2017

At 16h00 on Sunday the 8th of January, NSRI Table Bay duty crew were alerted by the Transnet 
National Ports Authority (TNPA) of the small fishing ski-boat, Ros Anchor II, capsized at Robben 
Island with 3 male crew onboard and the crew reported to be safe in Murrays Bay Harbour, 
Robben Island.

On investigation it was found that the casualty boat may have filled with water, listed and 
capsized while the 3 local Cape Town men were fishing near the entrance of Murray’s Bay 
Harbour while at anchor.

A private charter boat, Princess Skye, rescued all 3 men from the water and towed the 
capsized casualty boat into Murray’s Bay harbour. They were not injured.

NSRI Table Bay duty crew launched the sea rescue craft Spirit of Vodacom and Spirit of Day 
and on arrival on the scene, righted the casualty boat and took them onboard the sea 
rescue craft and towed their boat to the OPBC (Oceana Power Boat Club) where, once 
their boat was recovered and they were safe on mainland, they required no further  
assistance.

NSRI STATION 3 - TABLE BAY RESCUES


